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Today, mobile devices like smartphones and tablets have become an indispensable part of people’s lives, posing many new

questions e.g., in terms of interaction methods, but also security. In this paper, we conduct a large scale, long term analysis

of mobile device usage characteristics like session length, interaction frequency, and daily usage in locked and unlocked

state with respect to location context and diurnal pattern. Based on detailed logs from 29,279 mobile phones and tablets

representing a total of 5,811 years of usage time, we identify and analyze 52.2 million usage sessions with some participants

providing data for more than four years.

Our results show that context has a highly significant effect on both frequency and extent of mobile device usage, with

mobile phones being used twice as much at home compared to in the office. Interestingly, devices are unlocked for only 46%

of the interactions. We found that with an average of 60 interactions per day, smartphones are used almost thrice as often as

tablet devices (23), while usage sessions on tablets are three times longer, hence are used almost for an equal amount of time

throughout the day. We conclude that usage session characteristics differ considerably between tablets and smartphones.

These results inform future approaches to mobile interaction as well as security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Personal mobile devices have become ubiquitous today and people typically spend several hours using smart-

phones and tablet computers each day. Studying this symbiotic relationship between humans and personal mobile

devices by analyzing the characteristics of user interactions with their devices can benefit many research areas.

Examples are mobile data traffic prediction [24], indoor air quality monitoring [19], cognitive bias modification

[23], compulsive behavior and technostress [17], smartphone addiction [15, 16, 18], healtcare [6], education [14],

and user authentication [8, 34].

Consequently, smartphones – being the most popular mobile device form factor today – have recently been the

subject of handset-based studies analyzing characteristics of usage and interaction [4, 5, 9, 10, 21, 25, 27]. However,

little is known about how users interact with tablet devices, which are becoming a mainstream phenomenon,

replacing traditional notebooks and desktops PCs in many areas. Smartphones and tablets offer comparable

technical capabilities like connectivity, computational power, operating systems and application ecosystem. The

two form factors differ predominantly in screen size. As device size has an effect on both application and mobility,

understanding how tablets are used in comparison to smartphones is worthwhile. Based on the Device Analyzer

dataset [30, 31], the largest mobile device usage dataset publicly available today, we therefore analyze mobile

device usage characteristics such as session length, interaction frequency and daily usage with respect to three

dimensions:

(1) As the majority of interactions with mobile devices do not include unlocking the device [9, 10], we

distinguish between locked and unlocked usage.

(2) Since location context (e.g., being at home or at work) is suspected to have a noticeable effect on mobile

device usage [25], we consider contexts classified as home, office, other meaningful place, and elsewhere.
(3) With little previous knowledge about the impact of form factor on device usage, this work is to our best

knowledge the first to give a detailed comparison of usage characteristics for both smartphones and

tablets.

Our objectives are two-fold: on the one hand we aim to give a high level overview of mobile device usage

characteristics. On the other hand we want to provide extensive multi-layered statistical information on device

usage based on the dimensions stated above. Considering three dimensions of mobile device usage, we seek to

answer our main research question: How do context, form factor, and lock status effect mobile device usage session
characteristics?

The paper is organized as follows: First, previous mobile device usage studies and their results are discussed in

section 2. In section 3 we outline the underlying dataset and how usage sessions are derived, the algorithms applied

to detect locations based on Wi-Fi scan results and GSM cell-IDs, and how contextual meaning is assigned to

discovered locations. We introduce and discuss our findings in section 4 and explicitly describe current limitations

in section 5. The final section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK
In recent years, a number of studies have examined different aspects of mobile device usage. Verkasalo [29]

analyzed contextual patterns in mobile device usage based on usage logs from 324 smartphone users, finding

device usage to be noticeably diverse in office and home context. Falaki et al. [4] examined user interaction on

255 Android and Windows Mobile smartphones and reported “immense diversity” in smartphone usage with the

average number of interactions varying from 10 to 200. Oliver [21] conducted a large-scale but short-term (17

days on average) smartphone usage study on 17,300 BlackBerry devices, analyzing interaction time, interaction

sessions and diurnal patterns. Böhmer et al. [1] captured application usage logs from 4,100 Android devices,

observing that at night time the most popular applications are Facebook, Kindle, and Angry Birds. Soikkeli [25]

studied the relation between mobile device usage and end user context based on usage logs from 140 smartphones.
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The authors found usage sessions to be longer in home context while more frequent in office context. Most

of the previous studies focused exclusively on smartphone usage. An exception comes from Müller et al. [20],

who conducted a multi-method based exploration of tablet usage (n = 33), finding tablets to be mostly used at

home and often while doing secondary activities such as watching TV, eating or cooking. Based on an earlier

version of the Device Analyzer dataset used in our work, Wagner et al. [31] observed that a noticeably number of

interactions occur without unlocking the device. The first work differentiating between locked and unlocked

mobile device usage was conducted by Truong et al. [27], who conducted a small (n = 10) user study to analyze

how often users unlock their devices. Finley and Soikkeli [5] examined multidevice usage (smartphone and tablet),

observing that about 35% of multidevice sessions are dominated by a single device with only sparse usage of the

second device. van Berkel et al. [28] provided a systematic model of smartphone usage, particular to analyze how

researchers should handle brief gaps in interactions based on a field study with 17 participants. Harbach et al.

[7] conducted a month-long field study with a panel of 134 smart phone users, focussing on the performance of

different lock screen implementations, reporting that PIN users need more than twice as long before beginning

the unlock process compared to users who use a pattern-based lockscreen.

Our study differs from previous work significantly in terms of duration and scale. With a mean of 144 days for

phones and 230 for tablets, the sample period for devices in our analysis is higher than in any of the previous

studies we are aware of. The total device usage time analyzed is 4,313 years, more than three times the extent of

the time covered in [1], the largest handset-based mobile device usage study to our best knowledge (see table 3

for a comprehensive comparison).

3 METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1. Geographic distribution of devices within the dataset Fig. 2. Distribution of devices by manufacturer

3.1 Dataset
The analysis in this paper is based on the largest and most detailed dataset on Android device usage publicly

available today, the result from the still ongoing Device Analyzer project [30, 31] by the University of Cambridge

Computer Laboratory.
1
It consists of more than 225 billion records of Android mobile device usage, collected from

29,279 devices around the world. It captures 263 different features,
2
ranging from raw sensor data to application

1
The University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory and Data Funder do not bear any responsibility for our analysis or interpretation of the

Device Analyzer Dataset or data thereof.

2
http://deviceanalyzer.cl.cam.ac.uk/keyValuePairs.htm
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usage, recorded either periodically or event based by a stand-alone application available via Google Play Store.

The dataset consists of 18 TB of log files, accessed using the Picky dataset sharing system [12].
3
Many devices

within the dataset contribute data for an extended period of time, with 7,484 devices participating for more than

one month, 535 devices providing data for more than one year and some even more than 4.5 years usage data.

The dataset includes at least 1,277 different device types from 468 manufacturers (see fig. 2) and users from 175

different countries (see fig. 1). Since the Device Analyzer project emphasizes user privacy, no biographical or

demographical features are available in the dataset.

To achieve the best data quality possible, we revised the dataset rigorously. Records created from older version

of the client application which did not include all features required were disregarded. Only days captured entirely

are used. Days during which usage was recorded only partially, e.g. due to crashes, application installation or

deinstallation, or explicit pausing of the data collection were discarded. Because of this, out of 2.1 million days of

device usage captured in the dataset roughly 1 million days (47.4%) were disregarded. Days during which devices

were powered on only for some hours were considered, as this might be part of the regular usage pattern. For

day-based statistics we did, however, only regard days with at least one valid usage session.

Devices not using any keyguard were omitted, since they do not allow distinguishing between locked and

unlocked state. We also removed devices configured to keep the display turned on while charging since this

would distort the display state-based usage analysis. Finally, we only analyzed devices providing valid data for at

least seven days. In total, these constraints led to the exclusion of 17,253 (58.9%) out of 29,279 devices present in

the dataset with a total of 1.3million associated usage sessions.

In the last stage of the data filtering process, we excluded 1,493 devices for which we could not find a home
context (see section 3.4), disregarding 2.7million associated usage sessions.

The revised dataset used in this work contained 10,533 devices (9,861 phones and 672 tablets) with a total of

52.2 million usage sessions.

3.2 Usage Session Extraction
We consider mobile device usage sessions to be consecutive periods of time during which a user interacts directly

with the device. Since mobile devices provide convenient access to their owners digital lives, they are typically

protected against unauthorized access by some form of keyguard: for instance PIN, password, graphical pattern,

face unlock, fingerprint, or swipe-to-unlock. While most of the device interactions require unlocking the device

first, there are a number of restricted interactions possible without unlocking the device. The most common

locked interactions are checking time, battery health, network connectivity, notifications, incoming calls, or

taking pictures. Unlike most previous mobile device usage studies, we therefore distinguish between locked usage
sessions and unlocked usage sessions.

Two different approaches to derive usage sessions from handset-based device monitoring logs have been used

in previous studies. Since most device interactions involve the usage of an application, some authors [1, 5, 25]

define usage sessions to be time intervals in which certain applications are running in the foreground of the

devices. However, this approach is not suitable to study locked usage, as there is not necessarily an application

active in the foreground during locked interaction. Mobile device interaction almost entirely relies on touchscreen

interaction, either to display information or to capture user input. Because energy consumption is an inherent

concern with battery powered mobile devices, displays – which are energy-intensive – are usually switched off

as soon as possible after usage. This is done either manually or automatically after a short idle timeout. Hence,

the more frequently used approach to derive usage sessions from device logs is to define usage sessions as time

periods in which the device’s screen is switched on (screen power based models) [4, 21, 22, 27].

3
In this work we used a dataset snapshot generated on 16 May 2016 (Picky reference: device_analyzer_full_20160516).
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Although naïve screen power based usage session extraction comes fairly close to actual device interaction,

some pitfalls exist which – in our experience – can distort the results noticeably if not considered carefully.

Consider e.g., incoming phone calls, which activate the screen to display the caller’s number and to allow the

user to answer the call. If the call goes unanswered, a naïve screen power based approach would falsely consider

this a session of user interaction. Or consider phones with touchscreens that utilize a proximity sensor to switch

off the screen when the device is held closely to a user’s head, e.g., during a call, in order to prevent accidental

touch events caused by the user’s ear. As users tend to slightly shift the phone’s position during calls, this would

result in naïve screen power based models mistakenly recognizing multiple short usage sessions instead of one

consecutive session. We observed that overall 12.7% of the changes in screen power state on smartphones are

actually related to calls and hence do not constitute the boundaries of genuine user interaction sessions. These

findings are based on a state machine based usage session extraction approach capable of avoiding mentioned

pitfalls – which we consequently incorporate in our approach (see fig. 3).

locked, display off locked, ringing

locked, display on locked, active call

first event last event screen|power (on)
screen|power (off)

phone|offhook
/ start locked session

screen|power (on)
screen|power (off)

phone|idle
/ start auth. stopwatch

phone|idle

phone|ringing

screen|power (off)
shutdown
/ end locked session
/ discard auth. stopwatch

screen|power (on)
/ start locked session

/ start auth. stopwatch

phone|keyguardremoved
/ start unlocked session
/ stop auth. stopwatch

unlocked

unlocked, call

phone|idle
phone|ringing
phone|calling

screen|power (on)
screen|power (off)

screen|power (off)
shutdown
/ end unlocked session

Fig. 3. State machine for session detection

3.3 Device Form Factor
We assume device form factors to have a considerable impact on device usage. We therefore analyze usage sessions

characteristics with respect to device form factors – namely smartphone and tablet devices. One previously used

approach to distinguish form factors in device logs is based on the device’s ability to place or answer phone

calls [9]. However, some tablet devices are capable of performing GSM voice call (e.g., the Galaxy Tab 10.1). Hence

we chose the screen diagonal as a discriminator for form factors. Devices featuring a screen size of 7
′′
or higher

are considered to be tablets while devices with smaller screens are regarded as smartphones. We calculate the

screen diagonal from screen resolution and pixel density stated in the dataset.

3.4 User Context Classification
People use their mobile devices in different ways, depending on their current situation. For instance, in an office

situation people might be more likely to use their smartphones to make phone calls or check for next meetings,

while at home devices might be used more to browse the Internet or watch movies. Research by [25] reflects these
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different usage patterns by observing that usage sessions are 37% longer in home context over office context, but

happen 56% more often in office context over home context.

Deriving context from aggregated information is often difficult. Nevertheless, information on time and location

can be combined in order to derive contextual place information. Based on previous research by [13] and [26] we

distinguish four different place-related user contexts: home, office, other meaningful, and elsewhere.
While home and office are self-explanatory, other meaningful refers to places that do not have the characteristics

of home and office, but still a significant amount of time is spent there. A frequently visited gym, for instance,

would be considered an other meaningful place. Any place that is not classified as one of these three contexts is

assigned the elsewhere context. This includes, but is not limited to, less frequent visited places like restaurants as

well as transitions between other contexts.

Unlike other studies [13, 25, 26], we do not assign an abroad context for places outside users’ home country.

The reason being that [25] found that on average users spend only 2% of their time abroad, making this context

negligible for the analysis of average usage patterns.

Alongside extracting locked and unlocked sessions, we derive the context these sessions occurred in, based

on time and location information. While the Device Analyzer dataset provides timestamps, obtaining location

information requires some effort. The dataset does not contain GPS information, which would be of little use in

indoor or urban environments anyway. The Device Analyzer application records coarse locations of devices as

returned by the network provider. Since recording such information raises privacy concerns, participants were

requested to opt-in for sharing their location for research purposes – which only 1.12% of the users chose to do,

precluding further analysis due to sample size.

Hence we derive location information from two other sources of information which can be related to device

locations indirectly: GSM cell IDs and Wi-Fi scan results. GSM cell IDs were anonymized by hashing in the

dataset to protect participants’ privacy. Further, while the option to opt-out from recording anonymized GSM cell

IDs existed too, only 2.41% chose to do so – leaving records for 97.59% of participating devices. Wi-Fi scan results,

including SSID and MAC address of Wi-Fi access points within range are anonymized as well and are available

for all capable devices in the dataset. An algorithm to extract location context information from handset-based

GSM cell ID data has been proposed by [13], extended to utilize Wi-Fi scan data by [26] and applied to a study

of smartphone usage in [25]. For our research, we implemented the extended algorithm while applying some

simplifications for the sake of computation time ([25, 26] applied the algorithm on a dataset of 140 devices while

the dataset we use contains 29,279 devices). The algorithm consists of two parts: first, meaningful locations are

identified, which requires different approaches for cell ID data and Wi-Fi scan results. Subsequently, contexts

such as home or office are assigned to the identified locations based on time information.

3.4.1 Deriving Places from Cell Data. A mobile phone is almost always connected to a cell tower, uniquely

identified by cell identifier (CID) and location area code (LAC). As these attributes are anonymized in the dataset

used in this work, we cannot relate them to geographic coordinates by using a database like OpenCellID
4
.

However, since a cell tower has a fixed position and a limited range, it could be considered to be one place in

terms of user context detection. As cell tower placement aims to minimize areas without network coverage and

enhance connectivity robustness, adjacent cells usually overlap each other. Devices may dynamically switch

between cells if another one is considered “better” than the current cell. As a result, it is not unlikely for even a

stationary mobile phone to be connected to several different cells over the course of time [33]. Moving the device,

for instance in an office building, possibly even increases the number of different cells a device is connected to

while still being in the same abstract place (e.g., office context). In order to obtain places from cell data, adjacent

cells therefore need to be clustered. For our implementation, we apply a clustering algorithm based on minimum
circular subsequences proposed by [33]. Given a sequence of cell IDs a device has been connected to, [33] defines

4
http://opencellid.org
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a circular subsequence as a subsequence starting and ending with the same cell ID and containing at least two

different cell IDs with the cardinality being the number of different cell IDs it contains. A minimum circular
subsequence is a circular subsequence that does not contain other circular subsequences and thus indicates that a

device has “returned” to where it was in the beginning. Cells that appear in a minimum circular subsequence of

low cardinality are assumed to be co-located and therefore assigned to the same cluster. To avoid the problem

of “over-clustering” large areas in situations like stop-and-go traffic on a freeway, cells are clustered around

“qualified” cells that appeared at leastQ times for at least one day. For our work, we chooseQ = 10 and a minimum

circular subsequence cardinality threshold S = 2, as suggested by [33]. Further details on deriving places from

cell data are found in [13, 25, 33].

3.4.2 Deriving Places from Wi-Fi Scan Results. Wi-Fi-enabled mobile devices periodically scan for Wi-Fi access

points within range. The result contains a list of access points, each described by its MAC address, SSID, RSSI,

and frequency. The interval between individual scans ranges from a few seconds to several minutes, depending

on factors like OS build, hardware, device state, and connectivity state. The dataset used in this work features an

average scan frequency of 129 scans per day.

Since Wi-Fi access points are typically stationary, Wi-Fi scan results are frequently used for location-based

services such as indoor positioning and navigation systems. A popular approach is to construct a unique Wi-Fi

“fingerprint” of a certain location based on observed unique access point identifiers and corresponding signal

strengths and an extensive body of literature exists on various fingerprinting techniques. While previous studies

used a fingerprinting-based approach to derive meaningful places from Wi-Fi data [25, 26], we choose a less

complex method. Taking the available history of scan results for a single device as input, the steps outlined in

alg. 1 are applied to derive contextual places, each identified by a cluster of adjacent access points.

ALGORITHM 1: Wi-Fi Acess Point Cluster Algorithm

A← sequence of all known access points

sort (A) ← sort descending by the number of occurrences.

while A is not empty do
R ← pop (A)
C ← cluster (R) The first access point from A constitutes the root R of a new cluster C
for each access_point in scans_containinд_R, do

C ← C + access_point
A← A −C Remove from A each access point contained in C

end
end

While this approach is less sophisticated and presumably less accurate than a fingerprinting-based approach,

it is also less complex and computationally intensive — an important factor for processing 18 TB of raw data on

commodity hardware. Assuming a Wi-Fi access point has a maximum indoor range of 50 meters, a cluster spans at

most a circular area with a diameter of 150 meters (imagine a cluster containing three access points with the root

R located in the middle and the other two access points opposed to each other as far away as possible while still

maintaining an overlap with R). As we are trying to identify places such as home and office (and keeping in mind

that in contrast, GSM cells can have a range of several kilometers), we argue that the granularity of our approach

is sufficient for the study at hand, allowing us to avoid a more computationally expensive fingerprinting-based

approach.

3.4.3 Context Detection. Time information is one of the most important aspects available to detect user

context [2]. Making some basic assumptions about standard users’ diurnal patterns allows us to make a fair

guess about home and office contexts: In order to put a contextual meaning to the places derived from cell and
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Wi-Fi scan data, we assume that under normal circumstances a standard user does not sleep in the office, is at

home during night hours (between 00:00 and 06:00), works between 10:00 and 16:00 on workdays, and does not

regularly go to work on weekends.

While these assumptions are obviously fuzzy and oversimplified considering e.g., night shifts, home workers,

holidays, unemployment, or traveling salesmen, previous research shows that results are still fairly accurate.

Based on similar assumptions, [13] was able to detect home contexts with an accuracy of 66% and office contexts
with an accuracy of 74% (n = 578) while [29] reported classifying 70% of contexts correctly (n = 87), both solely

using places derived from cell information.

To detect home and office context we apply an algorithm based on [26] to both cell-based and Wi-Fi-based

places. At first, places that have been visited more often than the average number of visits across all derived places

are considered to be meaningful places. Places not classified as meaningful places are assigned the elsewhere
context. Further, meaningful places are considered to be office context if both

Visits during weekends

Total visits

< 0.2 (1)

Visits during weekday working hours

Visits during weekdays

> 0.5 (2)

Home context is assigned to meaningful non-office places if both

Visits on weekday night hours

Visits during weekdays

> 0.25 (3)

Visits on weekdays during non-working hours

Visits during weekdays

> 0.7 (4)

Other meaningful is assigned to all meaningful places neither considered home or office.
Cell-based and Wi-Fi-based context detection is applied to classify the context of a usage session, depending

on which information is available. If for one place contexts derived cell-based and Wi-Fi-based differ, we choose

the most specific context in the following order: home, office, other meaningful, elsewhere.

3.4.4 Context Classification Performance. The Device Analyzer dataset does not contain any ground truth

regarding location context, so we can not directly assess the accuracy of our context detection algorithm. We

therefore applied the algorithm to a different, much smaller dataset that contained location labels. The dataset

used for context classification performance assessment is the AlgoSnap Crowdsignals
5
pilot dataset, the result of a

crowdfunded, handset-based data collection from August to November 2016 with 31 participants, 20 males and 11

females, of varying age, education and ethnicity. Of the 31 participants, 23 reported to be employed while 8 stated

to be not employed, not able to work or retired. The dataset captures a variety of different features, including

Wi-Fi scan results and cell connections. More importantly, participants where asked different labeling questions

at random when unlocking their phone, one of which was asking for their current location. Allowed answers

included, among others, Home, Work, Bank, Hotel, Church, and Restaurant, with the most recent selection being

preselected. Participants could always choose to dismiss the question or disable them permanently but where

paid $ 0.05 per response.

We applied the user context classification described above to the Crowdsignals dataset to measure the accuracy

of the context prediction. We were not able to detect a home location for three of the participants, so they where

excluded from further analysis (note that we also exclude devices for which no home context could be established
from the device usage study). With the average number of context ground truth from the lockscreen survey

being 757 labels per user, we also excluded five users who provided less than a quarter of the mean number of

5
https://crowdsignals.io
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ground truth labels. Finally, we removed three more users who seemed to have provided a significant amount of

implausible labels. One user, for example, reported being in a restaurant every single time over the course of

several weeks - most likely submitting the answer to earn money but not actually adjusting the selected location.

Table 1. Context detection confusion matrix

Reference
Prediction Home Office Other

Home 3,777 704 1,616

Office 261 939 649

Other 1,494 854 1,735

Table 2. Classifier statistics by class

Home Office Other
Sensitivity 0.6828 0.3761 0.4338

Specificity 0.6429 0.9045 0.7076

Pos Pred Value 0.6195 0.5078 0.4249

Neg Pred Value 0.7041 0.8470 0.7150

Balanced Accuracy 0.6628 0.6403 0.5707

For the remaining 21 users we evaluated the performance of our context classification algorithm against

the ground truth labels from the Crowdsignals dataset. Aberrant from the algorithm stated above, we did not

distinguish between other meaningful and elsewhere contexts because the ground truth labels did not allow to

reliably distinguish them. The results in table 2 show that with 62% the performance of home context detection is

close to [13], who reported a positive predictive value (PPV) of 66%. Office detection, however, performs less well

with a PPV of only 51% whereas [13] reported 74%. As table 1 shows, class distribution in the ground truth is

notably skewed, so the balanced accuracy offers a more meaningful metric. The classification achieves a balanced

accuracy of 66% for home detection and 64% for office detection. When interpreting these results, however, one

should keep in mind that the labels used as ground truth itself contain a certain degree of human error, thus

limiting the validity of this performance analysis.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present and discuss our results. Studying locked and unlocked usage sessions for certain

characteristics constitute the core results of this work. Examined characteristics include: average device usage

time per day, average usage session duration and average amount of usage sessions per day. For each locked,

unlocked, and overall usage sessions we compute mean and median number of daily interactions as well as mean

and median daily usage time in regard to context and form factor. For each device, this is done by calculating the

mean and median for each feature over all observed days. The mean and median locked, unlocked, and overall

session durations are calculated across the entire observation period for each device, again in relation to context

and form factor. We then calculate the grand mean (mean of the means of all devices) and the grand median

(median of the medians of all devices). Table 3 summarizes our results and compares them to findings of previous

mobile device usage studies.

4.1 Context Detection
Comparing GSM and Wi-Fi-based location detection, as expected we found Wi-Fi-based location detection to

yield better results in most situations. Quality of results was measured by the amount of distinctly detected

home and office contexts. We assume two reasons for the higher quality of Wi-Fi-based location detection: First,

Wi-Fi signals have a smaller signal range compared to GSM signals, hence allowing a more precise detection of

locations. Secondly, parameterizing the clustering of cell IDs means to balance under- and over-clustering, in

which either multiple clusters exist for one abstract location or multiple locations are falsely grouped together.

Moreover, cell ID information are not available for around half the analyzed tablet devices. However, Wi-Fi-based

location detection as well does not always yield results, for instance at work places without any Wi-Fi access

points in range.
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Hence, combining both location sources improved the overall result in every situation. In particular, home
context could be detected for 88% of the phones and 83% of the tablet devices, as outlined in fig. 4. For 80% of

the phone-type devices office context was detected while only for 53% of the tablet devices an office context
was found. This is to be expected, considering that tablet devices are less handy and thus less often brought to

work, compared to smartphones. To not distort results, we excluded devices for which no home context could be

detected from consecutive usage session analysis.

Fig. 4. Context detection results Fig. 5. Repeated measures ANOVA descriptives of daily ses-
sion count on phones by context

4.2 Number of Daily Interactions
When looking at the number of daily interactions, it is noticeable that the majority of interactions does not

include unlocking the device. Overall, people used their phones on average 60 times per day but only unlocked

them for half (46%) of the interactions. Tablet devices are used less than half as often, namely 23 times per

day on average with a similar unlocked usage share of 38%. Since locked usage only allows for a limited set

of actions, mainly checking information, the high proportion of locked sessions can be explained by checking
habits as described by Oulasvirta et al. [22]. We note that the average number of daily device interactions varies

considerably across users, as figs. 6 and 7 illustrate.

Fig. 6. Mean number of sessions per day/user on phones Fig. 7. Mean number of sessions per day/user on tablets
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In the distribution of interactions across the different contexts (see figs. 8 and 9), we observe that on average,

more device interactions occur in other meaningful places than at home while office has the fewest interactions,
indicating that people use their devices less frequently in work situations compared to leisure activities.

Our results with respect to office usage are well in line with findings by Soikkeli [25], who reported that 12%

of smartphone usage sessions occur in office context and 29% elsewhere. Our results indicate that the share of
smartphone sessions in office context is 19% while 22% occur elsewhere. However, Soikkeli [25] found that 47% of

the sessions take place in a home situation while other meaningful places only account for 9% of the sessions. We

found, though, the share of phone sessions in home context to be 27% while other meaningful places accumulate

32% of the usage sessions. This effect might be introduced by different user panels: the Device Analyzer dataset

we use contains users from 175 different countries and is not limited to specific professions, age groups, or life

styles, while the panel used in Soikkeli [25] consists mainly of Finnish male university students.

Fig. 8. Grandmean of number of sessions per day by context Fig. 9. Distribution of sessions per day across devices

To verify whether these trends indicate significantly different device usage with respect to context and lock state

rather than noise in the data used, we calculated a repeated measurement ANOVA with the factors context (home,
office, other meaningful place, elsewhere) and lock state (locked or unlocked) and observed a highly significant

main effect of context, F (2.86, 2650.03) = 57.749,p < 0.001. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated a violation of

the assumption of sphericity (p < 0.05), so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. Furthermore, there is a

highly significant main effect of lock state, F (1, 926) = 28.31,p < 0.001. The interaction between context and lock

state is also highly significant, F (2.53, 2342.27) = 8.85,p < 0.001. Again, Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated a

violation of the assumption of sphericity (p < 0.05), so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. Tuckey post

hoc tests revealed significant differences in the average number of sessions at home compared to in the office
(p < 0.001). No significant differences were found between the average number of sessions at home and in other
meaningful places (p = 0.47) and between home and elsewhere (p = 0.85). Furthermore, significant differences in

the average number of sessions in the office compared to other meaningful place (p < 0.001) and between office
and elsewhere (p < 0.001). Likewise, significant differences in the average number of sessions in other meaningful
places and elsewhere were found (p = 0.008). Figure 5 outlines the corresponding ANOVA descriptives.
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Fig. 10. Repeated measures ANOVA descriptives of mean
usage session duration on phones by context

Fig. 11. Kernel density estimate for locked session duration
distribution.

4.3 Session Duration
Regarding session duration, we found that in general, usage sessions on tablet devices last more than twice as

long as phone usage sessions. Locked sessions on average last 107 seconds on phones (median 57 seconds) while

spanning 271 seconds on tablet devices (median 84 seconds). Locked sessions being longer for tablet devices

compared to smartphones are presumably caused by the fact that tablets are configured with an average display

timeout of 6.6minutes while smartphones feature a mean display timeout of only 2.8minutes. As locked usage

sessions are usually short, they are more prone to distortion caused by display timeouts counted towards usage

time in cases in which the user does not manually switch off the device’s screen, which technically marks the end

of the usage session. Figure 11 illustrates the degree of distortion, outlining common display timeout intervals in

the kernel density estimate for the distribution of locked session duration.

Fig. 12. Grand mean of session duration by context Fig. 13. Distribution of session duration across devices

Average unlocked sessions span 307 seconds on phones (median 73 seconds) while lasting for 963 seconds on

tablets (median 297 seconds). Interestingly, context seems to have a noticeable effect on session duration (see
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fig. 12): In home context, sessions on both tablet and phone devices are considerably longer than in other contexts

while sessions in office context are usually the shortest. On tablet devices, for instance, unlocked sessions in

home context have an average duration of 11.4 minutes while in office context, unlocked sessions would only last

6.7 minutes.

Again, session duration is highly diverse, both across sessions and across users by more than an order of

magnitude. For example, the median across the mean unlocked session lengths of tablet devices is 683 seconds,

compared to a mean of 963 seconds, which is biased by a mean session length of up to 387 minutes on some

devices. Figure 13 therefore again depicts the distribution of both mean and median of the session duration per

device for locked, unlocked and overall usage.

To verify the statistical significance of the observed trends a repeated measurement ANOVA with the factors

context (home, office, other meaningful place, elsewhere) and lock state (locked or unlocked) was calculated for

the average sessions duration per day. There was a highly significant main effect of context, F (1.46, 1698.55) =
21.67,p < 0.001. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated a violation of the assumption of sphericity (p < 0.05),
so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. Furthermore, there was a highly significant main effect of lock

state, F (1, 1165) = 718.58,p < 0.001. The interaction between context and lock state was also highly significant,

F (1.67, 1947.04) = 10.82,p < 0.001. Mauchly’s test of sphericity again indicated a violation of the assumption of

sphericity (p < 0.05), so a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. Tuckey post hoc tests revealed significant

differences in the average session length at home compared to in the office (p < 0.001) and at home compared

to at the other meaningful place (p < 0.001) or elsewhere (p < 0.001). Furthermore, significant differences in

the average session length in office compared to other meaningful place (p < 0.019) were found. There were no
significant differences in the average session length between office and elsewhere (p = 0.095) and between other
meaningful place and elsewhere (p = 0.93). Figure 10 outlines the corresponding ANOVA descriptives

Fig. 14. Grand mean of device usage per day by context Fig. 15. Distribution of daily usage across devices

4.4 Daily Usage Duration
We found that the average locked device usage per day for phones and tablets is fairly close (36 minutes vs.

25 minutes), as the tablets’ longer sessions compensate for the higher number of sessions on phones. Unlocked
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usage of tablet devices sums up to 81 minutes per day (median 44 minutes), while phones are used on average

93minutes per day (median 66minutes). Overall, phone usage amounts to 126minutes per day (median 96minutes)

while tablets feature an overall usage of 95 minutes (median 47 minutes). As with individual session length, home
context accounts for the largest share of usage while office has the smallest share per context of daily usage.

The average device usage per day is again dominated by a small amount of devices accumulating an excessive

amount of daily usage. Some phones featured an average usage per day of almost 15 hours while the maximum

average usage of tablet devices is 7 hours. The median of the overall mean daily usage is, however, 109 minutes

for phones and 67 minutes for tablet devices. Figure 15 depicts the distribution of both mean and median of daily

usage for locked, unlocked, and overall device usage.

4.5 Diurnal Pattern
The long-term nature of the underlying dataset – some users participate for more than 4.5 years – enables us to

analyze diurnal patterns in mobile device usage. For this purpose we measured how much time each user would

spend at which days of the week and which hour. Since users participated for quite different periods, each user’s

usage distribution was scaled to sum up to one. Values across users w ere normalized in the interval [0, 1] with
one marking the time frames in which the most mobile device usage occurs while zero implies no device usage

at all. Figures 16 and 17 show that diurnal usage patterns appear to be quite different with regards to context,

time and day of the week. Mobile devices are most intensely used during weekdays between 09:00 and 17:00 in

Fig. 16. Weekly phone usage by unlocked usage time Fig. 17. Weekly tablet usage by unlocked usage time.
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the office context, e.g., at work or in class. For home and other meaningful, one can observe different pattern for

weekdays and weekends. At home, usage during early morning hours seems to be less intense at weekends than

during the week while the reverse seems to be true for other meaningful places. These patterns are quite obvious
for phones while the tablet data seem more noisy. This is at least in part due to the fact that significantly more

data was available for phones than for tablets (a total of more than 207 years of active phone usage sessions vs. 12

years of active tablet usage). We note that analyzing diurnal pattern across all users is not ideal, since users with

different patterns, e.g., morning person and late riser, blur the overall picture when combined. It is still sufficient

to illustrate the point that context, time and day of week seem to have a notable effect on mobile device usage.

When considering day-based statistics, it is also worth pointing out that the extent of device usage tends to

vary considerably on the long term. Figure 18 shows the monthly usage of a single phone over the course of 42

months (67,844 usage sessions), with usage varying from 37.5 hours to 9.8 hours per month.

Fig. 18. Usage of a single phone over the course of several months

4.6 Device Unlocking
Apart from analyzing unlocked device usage, we analyzed how users lock their devices based on all devices within

the original dataset featuring the required information. Unlocking a device requires either slide-to-unlock or

some form of authentication like PIN, password, or graphical pattern. Since the underlying dataset unfortunately

only labels graphical pattern-based unlocking explicitly, means of comparing different authentication methods

are limited. However, pattern unlock seems to be quite popular, as it is enabled on 35% of the smartphones and

on 24% of the tablet devices. Of these devices, 72% are configured to provide visual feedback while entering the

pattern, increasing the vulnerability to so-called shoulder surfing attacks, i.e., capturing the secret pattern by

looking over the user’s shoulder during device unlocking [3, 32]. On 8% of the phones and 15% of the tablets no

form of device locking, not even slide-to-unlock, is enabled (see fig. 19).

One aspect of the usability of unlocking mechanisms is the speed at which the device can be unlocked. Using

the state machine approach described in fig. 3, we measure the time between turning the device’s screen on and

unlocking the device, indicated by a USER_PRESENT intent broadcasted by the Android system when the device

is unlocked. The 20.7 million unlocking sessions we extracted that way, however, also contain sessions in which

the user turns the device on but only attempts to unlock it after several minutes (given a long display timeout is

configured). We therefore choose an upper limit of 10 seconds and only take shorter unlocking sessions into

account, which leaves us with 19.6 million sessions.
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A comprehensive real world study conducted by Zezschwitz et al. [34] (n=31) reported that unlocking takes on

average 1.5 seconds for PIN-based mechanisms and 3.1 seconds for pattern-based unlocking, concluding “users of

the pattern system needed more than twice as much time as PIN users to achieve a successful login”. Interestingly,

a more recent study by Harbach et al. [7] (n=134) indicates quite the opposite, finding pattern-based unlock to

take 0.9 seconds on average while PIN users spend on average 2.0 seconds to unlock their devices.

Our results seem to confirm the observation of Zezschwitz et al. [34] that pattern unlock requires notably

more time (especially when looking at the median unlock time) than other unlocking mechanisms like PIN, as

the unlocking duration distribution (see fig. 20) illustrates. Looking at sessions shorter than 10 seconds, we find

that pattern unlock on smartphones requires on average 2.7 seconds (median 2.3 seconds) while other unlocking

methods take 2.5 seconds on average (median 1.8 seconds). On tablet devices, pattern unlock requires on average

3.2 seconds (median 2.6 seconds) while other unlocking methods take 2.9 seconds on average (median 2.2 seconds).

The discrepancy between the observations made by Harbach et al. [7] and Zezschwitz et al. [34] as well as this

paper are caused by the way how the unlocking time is measured. While in [34] as well as in our paper, time

is counted from the moment the screen is turned on, Harbach et al. [7] does distinguish between preparation,
which begins after the screen is turned on, and the actual unlock process, which begins by entering the first PIN

digit or starting to actually draw the unlock pattern.

Fig. 19. Usage of different locking mechanisms Fig. 20. Density of unlocking session duration

5 LIMITATIONS
The dataset used in this work and consequently the results of our analysis are limited in some ways. First,

the dataset only contains logs for Android devices. Results for other mobile platforms might differ. And while

the panel of 29,279 participating devices is recruited over the course of several years and a variety of different

channels and thus fairly diversified in terms of geographical location, device model, and manufacturer (see figs. 1

and 2), we lack demographic information to make solid statements about how representative the panel actually is.

Another limitation is that usage sessions are not present explicitly in the dataset but have to be derived from

secondary features like display power status or phone subsystem events. While we took great care to provide

the highest data quality possible, usage session extraction in the end remains an approximation that is to some

extent distorted by, e.g., display timeouts. This limitation is universal to all handset-based user studies, since

average devices are not (yet) capable of reliably and accurately tracking user attention.

When comparing phone and tablet statistics, it has to be considered that since we do omit days without any

user interaction, it would not become apparent if devices are used only infrequently on a large time scale, e.g.,
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once per month. While tablets in our analysis are used on average on less days of the observation period compared

to phones, we think the discrepancy is not at a scale that prohibits direct comparison. In particular, we used on

average 81% of all days recorded on phones and 74% of all days in the observation period recorded on tablets.

The context classification algorithm used in our work is, due to a lack of ground truth, fuzzy, which has to be

taken into account when interpreting the results in terms of different contexts.

The dataset does not contain information to infer whether multiple devices, e.g., a phone and a tablet, are

owned by the same person. This does limit our results to device-based statistics instead of user-based statistics,

which might be more relevant for certain applications (see [5] for such an analysis).

While we argue that the aspects of mobile device usage analyzed in this paper are very useful for a number of

fields and applications, there are doubtlessly a number of other device usage features for which a large scale

study could provide useful insights, for instance which applications users spend time on or how users switch

between different applications. One work that studied those features on a larger scale (n = 4125) is Böhmer et al.

[1], but given that their data were collected more than 7 years ago and modern smartphones have only been

around for about 10 years, a new analysis based on current data would certainly be useful. While the Device

Analyzer dataset contains information about installed and used applications, they are obfuscated to protect the

privacy of the participants and allow no insight into the purpose of the application or even comparison across

users. Therefore, we were unfortunately not able to provide more insight into these aspects within the scope of

this study.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work we studied locked and unlocked mobile device usage with respect to device form factor and user

context. For our study we extracted a total of 56.3 million usage sessions from 225 billion mobile device usage

records using a sophisticated screen power state machine-based approach. By combining anonymized GSM cell

IDs, Wi-Fi scan results, and timestamps of records we derived location information for usage sessions. Through

making (presumably) reasonable assumptions about standard users’ diurnal patterns, we were able to make

fair guesses about users’ locational context, identifying home context for 88% and office context for 80% of the

smartphone devices.

Consistent with previous studies we found high diversity in device usage characteristics, both across sessions

and users, varying with more than an order of magnitude. We observed that on average, smartphones are used

almost thrice as much per day as tablet devices (60 times vs. 23 times). However, devices are unlocked in only

46% of the interactions. Given the limited forms of interaction available in locked state, the high share of locked

usage indicates that the majority of usage constitutes some form of short information checking. Our results

show that 19% of smartphone usage occurs in office context and 27% in home context. Contrary to the number

of interactions, we found that the duration of usage sessions is in general more than twice as long for tablets

compared to smartphones: on average, unlocked sessions on phones last 307 seconds while tablet usage sessions

account for 963 seconds. Thus, the daily usage of both smartphones and tablets are not far off (93 minutes

vs. 81 minutes). Again, home context accounts for the largest share of usage while office has the smallest share

per context of daily usage.

Our work shows that despite offering similar technical capabilities, smartphones and tablets are used quite

differently. While substantial research has been conducted with respect to smartphone usage, little work has

been done to analyze tablet usage. With the increasing ubiquity of mobile devices, people tend to simultaneously

own and use several devices of different form factors like phones, tablets, and smartwatches. Further research

is needed, e.g., on when and why users change between different device types, and to include the newer form

factors like smartwatches, -glasses, etc.

The results of our work are applicable to a number of research topics but are also relevant for practitioners.

Application developers for instance should make use of the – somewhat surprising – fact that a signification
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portion of device interaction already does not involve unlocking and should consider making application parts

that are not security sensitive (e.g., switching to another song on a media player) accessible without unlocking.

Security researchers could consider applying different security settings based on the location context in order to

reduce the perceived burden of user authentication, for instance at home [11]. For behavioral psychologists, our

findings provide a comprehensive reference for analyzing compulsive behavior, technostress and smartphone

addiction [15, 16, 18], where interaction frequency and duration are key metrics.

Table 3. Comparison of common usage session characteristics for different mobile device usage studies.

Devices Daily interactions Session length [sec] Daily usage [min]

quantity days overall locked unlocked overall locked unlocked overall locked unlocked

Smartphones mean mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med.

Falaki et al. [4] 255 106 10-250 - - - - - 10-250 - - - - - 30-500 - - - - -

Oliver [21] 17,300 17 87 76 - - - - 68 20 - - - - 101 79 - - - -

Soikkeli [25] 140 21-91 - - - - 20 - - - - - 207 45 - - - - 73 -

Böhmer et al. [1] 4,125 127 - - - - - - - - - - - - 59 - - - - -

Truong et al. [27] 10 14-20 - - - - 5-105 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Finley and Soikkeli [5] 561 - - - - - - - - - - - 245 56 - - - - - -

Harbach et al. [7] 134 30 70 57 - - 40 32 - - 73 39 355 260 - - - - - -

Hintze et al. [10] 1,487 - 58 44 37 24 25 19 165 30 94 11 299 74 117 82 43 18 86 58

Our study 9,861 144 60 48 34 24 27 21 206 147 107 57 307 223 126 96 36 15 93 66

Tablets mean mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med.

Finley and Soikkeli [5] 65 - - - - - - - - - - - 506 114 - - - - - -

Hintze et al. [10] 98 - 27 12 17 6 11 6 414 73 206 15 694 197 112 67 36 7 88 53

Our study 672 230 23 8 15 4 10 4 616 366 271 84 963 656 95 47 25 3 81 44

Smartphones & Tablets mean mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med. mean med.

Wagner et al. [31] 16,000 43 57 - - - - - 116 - - - - - 123 79 - - - -

A SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
The Device Analyzer dataset consists of logs of key/value pairs of 263 different features – ranging from airplane

mode settings to wifi scan events – of which we used only about 10%. The following is a verbatim excerpt from

the dataset documentation
6
describing the subset of the available features used in this work. For a comprehensive

description of the complete dataset, see [30, 31] or visit https://deviceanalyzer.cl.cam.ac.uk.

• hf: Contains information that is frequently collected while the screen is on.

– locked: Whether or not the keyguard is active. When the screen is successfully unlocked this changes

to false.
• pause: Indicates a privacy pause or a manual resume from one. The value resume indicates a manual resume.

Any number indicates the duration in ms that the pause will be for. Afterwards logging will resume

normally.

• phone: Contains information about the state of the telephony subsystem.

– celllocation: Contains information about the current network cell.

∗ cid: The Cell ID for GSM signals.

6
http://deviceanalyzer.cl.cam.ac.uk/keyValuePairs.htm
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∗ lac: The Location Area Code for GSM signals.

∗ basestationid: The base station ID for CDMA signals.

∗ networkid: The network ID for CDMA signals.

∗ systemid: The system ID for CDMA signals.

– ringing: The phone state changed: There is a new incoming call. (anonymize)

– calling: The phone state changed: There is a new outgoing call. (anonymize)

– offhook: The phone state changed: A connection has been established and there is now an active call.

The value is always an empty string.

– idle: The phone state changed: The telephony subsystem is idle now.

– keyguardremoved: The key guard was removed (corresponds to ACTION_USER_PRESENT). The device
can now be operated by a user. Value is always empty. This key is present since version 1.1.5.

• power: Information about the battery and whether or not the device is charging.

• screen: Contains information about the power state of the display.

– power: This entry is fired whenever the display is turned on or off.

• shutdown: Indicates that the device is powering down. Note that this message may or may not be present

when the devices is turned off and that you should not rely on it being present, e.g. in case of power

failure.

• startup: Indicates that all sources are being initialized.

• system: Contains information about the state of the system and our software preferences. These keys are

stored with every boot.

– apiversion: The highest API version available on the device, e.g. “7” for Android 2.1

– device: A string identifying the hardware of the device, e.g. “hero”. Output of Build.DEVICE
– display: Information about the device’s display. Present since version 1.1.2.

∗ density: The density that is used to calculate the size of on-screen elements, as a factor of the

“default” 160dpi screen, e.g. 1.5 for a 240dpi screen. Note that these numbers only roughly

correlate with physical screen density.

∗ dpi: The display’s physical density in x and y dimension, as reported by DisplayMetrics.xdpi
and ydpi. E.g. 254.0x254.0

∗ resolution: The display’s resolution in pixels as reported by the OS, e.g. 480x800

– locale: Represents language code, country code and variant, separated by underscores. Missing values

are omitted. Examples are “en”, “en_US”, “_US”, “en__POSIX”, “en_US_POSIX”. As of version 1.2.0

this key now has two sub-keys. Before, this key contained the user’s preferred locale, as returned by

Locale.getDefault().
∗ default: The user’s preferred locale, as returned by Locale.getDefault().
∗ current: The user’s currently active locale.

– manufacturer: A string identifying the hardware manufacturer. Output of Build.MANUFACTURER.
– model: A string identifying the manufacturer’s name for the device, e.g. “Galaxy S2”. Output of

Build.MODEL
– settings: Contains general system settings. Present since version 1.1.2.

∗ nonmarketapps: Whether non-market apps can be installed. May not be present if not set.

∗ lock: Whether the lock pattern is enabled. May not be present if not set.

∗ locktactile: Whether the lock pattern gives tactile feedback. May not be present if not set.

∗ lockvisible: Whether the Lock pattern is visible. May not be present if not set.

∗ screenoff: How long the screen stays active without user input before turning off.

– swbuild: The build number of DeviceAnalzyer.
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– swversion: The human-readable version string of DeviceAnalyzer.

• tethering: Generated when the system’s tethering state changes

– active: Lists all active tethering devices. If none are present, this entry is omitted.

– available: Lists all available tethering devices. If none are present, this entry is omitted.

– errored: Lists all failed tethering devices. If none are present, this entry is omitted.

• wifi: Contains information about currently visible wifi networks.

– scancomplete: Marker that indicates that a wifi scan finished. The value contains the number of visible

APs, which will follow immediately after this marker.

– scan: Results of a scan for wifi networks in range

∗ [BSSID]: The access point’s MAC address. (anonymize)

∗ ssid: The network name that is displayed to the user. Multiple access points can belong to one

network. (anonymize)
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